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Ask the designer

MARK BITHREY
Design Director, B3
Designers
The Edison style bulb has
been a real game
changer and will continue
to be in 2016. We at B3
Designers love this bulb
because it incorporates
the look, use and warmth
of traditional filament
bulbs, but with the very
best features of LED, long
lasting, power saving and
dimmable. We will
continue to see exposed
pendants dropping from
the ceiling, as well as
more innovative use due
to the longevity of the
bulbs.  

www.b3designers.co.uk

ASK THE DESIGNER…
WHAT IS YOUR MOST COVETED LIGHTING TECHNIQUE FOR 2016? 

B3 Designers recently incorporated the Edison style bulb in the restaurant Canto Corvino 

REBECCA TUCKER
Co-Owner, interior
designer, Suna
Interior Design
Lighting can be used to
add personality and
create a talking point in a
design. Quirky, sculptural
light features illuminate a
space while making a
memorable impact.
Technology has
progressed and there are
now a lot of options out
there, so enjoy shopping
around. 

www.sunainteriordesign.com

HELEN FEWSTER
Co-Owner, interior
designer, Suna
Interior Design
When designing
commercial spaces
lighting can provide the
key final ingredient to add
personality and interest
to counter the potentially
more stark environments.
Corporate spaces have to
fulfil many practical
situations but it is
important as a designer
to maximise the aesthetic
potential of these areas
and adding feature
lighting can achieve this
really easily.  

www.sunainteriordesign.com

TIFFANY DUGGAN
Design Director,
Founder,
Studio Duggan
It’s all about layering.
Table lamps, wall lamps,
feature
pendants/chandeliers,
warm LED strips and a
few well-placed
downlights, the majority
of our lighting designs
have them all. We also
love Vaughan’s 'Copnall
Uplighter’ which plugs in
to an existing socket,
removing the need for re-
wiring and allowing us to
direct light at the key
features of our design.

studioduggan.com

SANJIT BAHRA
Design Director,
Design Plus Light
I’m currently a huge fan
of LED striplight
extrusions that create
homogeneous lines of
light. They come in
different sizes and can be
rebated into joinery,
ceilings or walls to create
a seamless finish. They
are an exciting and
versatile way to bring
interesting lines of light
into the interior, but
remember “less is
definitely more” with this
lighting tool. 

www.designpluslight.com
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